Retail
Specials

COOL NIGHTS / HOT DEALS
2 FOR $26
SAVE $7.98
$13.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$16.99

2 FOR $36
SAVE $13.98
$18.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$24.99

$13.99
EACH

SAVE $3.00
NORMALLY
$16.99

$18.99
6PK

$61.99
CARTON

EMART
BOTTL IVE
S
EXCLU

2021
INTERNATIONAL
WINE CHALLENGE,
LONDON
95 POINTS

EMART
BOTTL IVE
S
EXCLU

$21.99
6PK

$69.99
CARTON

GOLD

$16.99
4PK

$71.99
CARTON

bonus!
GIN & TONIC
CAN WITH ANY
PACK PURCHASE

Tesoro Bella Prosecco

Barossa Valley Estate Reds

Kilarni Barosssa Shiraz
Young Henrys Newtowner, IPA
& Motorcycle Oil Hoppy Porter

2 FOR $30
SAVE $9.98
$16.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$19.99

Les Peyrautins Chardonnay
& Varieties
What better way to toast and
celebrate Bastile Day (Thursday 14th
July). Sophisticated, Juicy, rich and
well balanced on the palate with
a vivid finish. Perhaps the perfect
combination of the new and old
world Chardonnay style...
and very French

cool and crisp
$14.99
EACH

SAVE $5.00
NORMALLY
$19.99

2 FOR $35
SAVE $4.98
$17.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$19.99

$19.99

$21.99

SAVE $5.00

SAVE $5.00

NORMALLY
$24.99

NORMALLY
$26.99

EACH

EACH

2 FOR $35
SAVE $8.98
$18.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$21.99

$16.99

$19.99

$14.99

SAVE $3.00

SAVE $5.00

SAVE $5.00

NORMALLY
$19.99

NORMALLY
$24.99

NORMALLY
$19.99

EACH

EACH

EACH

NEW!

Stoneleigh Pinot
Gris
Aromas of fresh
orchard fruits and
honey are first
out of the glass
and the lively fruit
flavours abound
on the palate too.
Stone fruit and
sweet pear drops
combined with a
rich palate weight
and a hint of spice
to make a joyously
soft yet lively wine.
stoneleigh.com

Belena Pinot
Grigio
Light and enticing
entry, vibrant
notes of nashi
pear and lychee
with Crisp pear
and green apples
on the palate.
Lean, balanced
and exciting
finish creates a
modern Australian
incarnation of
Grigio.

Hastwell &
Lightfoot
Vermantino
the "V" Vermentino
is produced
from plantings
established in 2000
and now have 6
varieties with their
origins in Italy or
Spain. Delivering
bright flavours with
a delightful array of
citrus and tropical
fruit balanced
acid and lingering
persistence. Perfect
pairing of fresh sea
spray calamari,
whiting or Asian
salads.

Best Great
Western Riesling
"As ever, a very
distinguished
Riesling, its fluid
power and the
insistence of the
palate results in
exceptional length,
crackling minerally
acidity, married with
lemon and lime fruit.
Bargain." James
Halliday 16 May
2022

Wicks Sauv Blanc
"Fermented with
inoculated yeast
in stainless-steel
tanks. There's a lot
of flavour here for
such a small price.
Has a foot in both
sauvignon worlds,
with an array of
dusty herbals,
gooseberry, Tahitian
lime, green-skinned
passionfruit and
mango skin. Crisp
acid crunch to
close." Jeni Port 03
March 2022

Shottesbrooke
Sauvignon Blanc
Premium fruit
sourced from
carefully selected
sites around
McLaren Vale and
the Adelaide Hills,
the Estate Series
proudly displays the
fusion of hands-on
vineyard practices
with the passion
we have for making
wines of character
and depth, whilst
remaining true
to the hallmark
Shottesbrooke style
of elegance and
finesse
.shottesbrooke.
com.au

Villain & Vixen
Chardonnay
For those looking for
a fresh unwooded
style of Chardonnay
with some
textural elements.
Honeydew
melon, Grapefruit,
Lavender flower
with nuances of
Flint, Popcorn &
Green apple. Fresh
and lively with great
acid line and length.

Stoneleigh
Chardonnay
Light straw coloured
wine displays ripe
stone fruit and pear
aromas with hints
of toasty oak. The
palate shows fresh
nectarine and hints
of citrus, with warm
nutty notes. The
texture is creamy
with good palate
weight due to the
lees- aged barrel
component. The fruit
and oak elements
are well integrated
leading to a supple,
balanced wine with
a cleansing acidity
and soft mineral
finish.
stoneleigh.com

ITH
GIFTW SE
A
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bonus!
MULLED WINE
JAM JAR GLASS
WITH EVERY
BOTTLE

2 FOR $20
SAVE $9.98
$11.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$14.99

Jam Shed Varieties
LIFE CAN BE COMPLICATED. WINE DOESN'T
HAVE TO BE.
We were inspired by a country Jam Shed on a
vineyard that not only crafted deliciously juicy
jams, but also amazing mouth-watering wines.
Jam Shed was created with one thing in mind
- to craft delicious, smooth and “gluggable”
wines for those that simply enjoy great tasting
wine. www.jamshedwines.com

2 FOR $32
SAVE $7.98
$16.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$19.99

G
KLIN !
R
A
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Jip Jip Rocks Varieties
At Jip Jip Rocks, it is our sole objective
to produce the best wines possible from
our unique vineyard site. Located in the
Padthaway valley which is comprised of rich
Terra Rosa soils our estate vineyard benefits
from excellent sun exposure producing
grapes of optimum flavour, colour and tannin
development.
The warm summer days are moderated
each evening by coastal winds that cool the
vines and result in a longer ripening period.
This extended period allows for the grape
tannins and seed to fully ripen prior to being
harvested, thus creating wines that are rich
and supple on the palate.
We concentrate our energies and skills
on producing the classical wines that are
most recognised and suited to the region’s
viticulture. www.brysonwines.com.au

2 FOR $22
SAVE $5.98
$12.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$13.99

Jacob's Creek Cool Harvest Varieties
Harvested in the cool of the night, creating a
perfect balance of sweetness and acidity.
Grapes are harvested in the cool of the night for
a fresh, crisp taste perfectly suited for the vibrant
varietals represented, Pinot grigio and Sauvignon
Blanc and lively little bubbly!

2 FOR $35
SAVE $8.98
$18.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$21.99
Wicks Estate Varieties
The Wicks Estate collection is all about ease, value and
accessibility. They’re the wines we reach for mid week or
around the dining table. They’re clean and bright expressions
of Adelaide Hills cool climate wines and always over-deliver
on value for money. In terms of whites, the Estate collection
is supported in store with a Riesling and Sauvignon Blanc
while reds include Rose, Pinot Noir, Shiraz and Pinot blend
to the mix, aptly named PST! This one has gained quite the
cult following (which still perplexes Tim—he’s more of a Cab
Sauv man)!

pinot noir
$21.99
EACH

SAVE $5.00
NORMALLY
$26.99

Best Great
Western Victorian
Pinot Noir
"Packs a lot of
flavour intensity into
its medium-bodied
frame, together with
a strong Aussie
bush signature.
Delightfully aromatic
aromas in dark
cherry, pomegranate,
rhubarb, bay leaf and
violet. Gentle oak
spice on the palate
introduces a detailed,
deeply flavoured
and creamy palate
wrapped in close-knit
tannins." Jeni Port 21
March 2022

2 FOR $28
SAVE $5.98
$14.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$16.99

Tread Softly Pinot
Noir
Exudes classic
Pinot character,
displaying black
cherry, strawberry,
and brown spice
characters that are
medium to light in
feel but energetic
and long in flavour.
Soft integrated
tannins provide
structure whilst
bright acidity drives
the fresh finish.
Perfect brunch
drinking with
mushroom and
parmesan arancini.

2 FOR $40
SAVE $13.98
$21.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$26.99

Riposte Pinot Noir
"A wine to
commemorate
Tim Knappstein's
60th vintage. The
complete package
here, immediately
appealing and
bright. Wrapped
in perfectly ripe
cherry fruits,
bramble, plum,
violet and dried
herbs. Beautifully
detailed, assisted
by integrated oak,
crunchy acid bite
and leafy, savoury
tannins. Impressive
depth" Jeni Port19
April 2022

fragrant
$27.99

$28.99

$19.99

$16.99

SAVE $3.00

SAVE $6.00

SAVE $5.00

SAVE $3.00

NORMALLY
$31.99

NORMALLY
$34.99

NORMALLY
$24.99

NORMALLY
$19.99

Tamar Ridge Pinot
Noir
Deep purple with
hints of crimson. A
rich and complex
nose showing
generous aromas
of ripe dark cherry
and red berry fruits
dominating against
a background
layer of spice and
savoury complexity.
Mouth-filling flavours
of ripe raspberry
and strawberry
balanced by a good
concentration of fine,
soft, silky tannins and
enough acidity to
give definition to the
finish.

Orlando Cellar 13
Grenache
The Orlando New
Heroes wines are
modern Australian
wines with legendary
roots. A true varietal
expression of both a
time and place, the
New Heroes range
are redefined with
every vintage. Crafted
from specifically
selected fruit to
showcase the
terroir and vintage
conditions, these
wines are shaped
to demonstrate
stand-out varietal
flavour. The range
includes Cellar 13
Barossa Grenache &
Printz Shed Northern
Barossa Shiraz.

EACH

EACH

EACH

Hastwell &
Lightfoot Ganarcha
(Grenache)
The "G" Garnacha
(Grenache) vines
are grown as
traditional bushes
and are hand-picked,
hand pruned and
dry grown. This is
such a drinkable
wine with soft
palate, low acidity
& delightful flavours
of strawberries,
raspberries, some
black cherries and a
touch of cinnamon.
Simply Delish!

EACH

Shottesbrooke
GSM
Lovely deep red with
garnet hues, Nose
presents lively red
berry and cherry
aromas combined
beautifully with subtle
spice to produce an
attractively layered
bouquet. Its palate
is rich and full
flavoured, showing
juicy upfront fruit
characters of dark
forest berries and
cherry, just a hint of
savoury, earthy spice,
black pepper and
delightfully soft, fine
tannins.
www.shottesbrooke.
com.au/

2 FOR $26
SAVE $5.98
$13.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$15.99

Mesta
Tempranillo
Deep garnet in
colour which invites
you in with bright
red fruit aromas,
liquorice, vibrant
violets.. The palate
delivers a softly
balanced, velvety
textured mouthfeel,
it is vibrant and
juicy style and
overdelivers with
oodles of flavour
without the need of
Oak to complicate
it, so fresh.

2 FOR $36
SAVE $7.98
$18.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$21.99

Pikes Assemblage
"It seduces with its upfront primary fruit, all
blackberries, red plums and raspberries. But
there's more. A flurry of oak flavour - mostly
smoky, charry - yet balanced as there's also
red liquorice, basil and star anise in the mix.
An unpretentious, delicious drink." Jane
Faulkner Feb 2021
Varieties also available.

contemporary
2 FOR $35
SAVE $2.98
$17.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$18.99

2 FOR $32
SAVE $7.98
$16.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$19.99

$17.99
EACH

SAVE $2.00
NORMALLY
$19.99

fuller flavour

2 FOR $35
SAVE $4.98
$17.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$19.99

$29.99
EACH

SAVE $5.00
NORMALLY
$34.99

2 FOR $35
SAVE $10.98
$17.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$22.99

$19.99

$28.99

SAVE $5.00

SAVE $6.00

NORMALLY
$24.99

NORMALLY
$34.99

Villain & Vixen
Shiraz
Deep purple
colour and a rich
nose entices.
Blackcurrant, Plums
and mulberries
leading the
way. The palate
combines rich
Barossa fruit
with a soft and
approachable
texture, Bold not
too dry, Smooth soft
tannins with lively
raspberry and plum
flavours.

Orlando Printz
Shed Shiraz
The Hero Varietal
range showcases
site specific and
varietal examples of
renowned regions
across South
Australia . Wines
that simply over
deliver in style,
class and elegance.
We capture 3 key
examples in our
selection, the Printz
Shed Shiraz, Cellar
13 Grenache and
the classic Hilary
Chardonnay from
Adelaide Hills.

EACH

EACH

NEW!

DOUBLE
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD

La Boca Malbec
Ever prolific and
profound vibrancy
of Argentina
oozes from this
lively bottle of
Malbec. Located
and sourced from
vineyards just
outside of Mendoza,
the grapes are
grown at the
foot of the Andes
Mountains. La Boca
is deep red/garnet
in colour, offering
aromas of cherries,
ripe plums and
tones of violet.

Parini
Montepulciano
Montepulciano is
an Italian red wine
grape variety which
is grown in central
as well as southern
Italy. Montepulciano
grapes deliver
complex black
fruit flavours and a
smoky-sweet finish.
Ruby-red, the nose
shows plum and
cherry with notes
of violet, dry, soft
but well-structured
with a pleasant long
lasting finish of dried
fruits and toasted
hazelnut.

Serristori
Sangiovese
Light Garnet hue
with aromas of
blackcurrant,
blackberry, cherry
and spices such
as cinnamon. Light
to medium body
with soft drying,
chalky tannins. The
wine has flavours
of black pepper,
blackberry, leather,
mushrooms and will
open up if given a
little time!

Belena
Sangiovese
Delicate aromas of
spicy dark cherries
and dried herbs with
hints of strawberry
sorbet and cedar
oak. The aromas
echo the palate to
create an alluring
Sangiovese with
flavours of cherries
and cranberries
with juicy acidity.
Balanced with f ine
grain oak tannins
providing length and
lingering flavours
of raspberries on
the finish. Pair with
the classic Italian
favourite Spaghetti
Bolognese or an
antipasto of cured
meats and hard
cheeses.

Morambro Estate
Cabernet
Deep purple in
colour. A rich
elegant nose
of cassis with
overtones of
vanilla and coffee.
Lush, ripe palate
dominated by
black fruits, cherry
and chocolate.
Full bodied with
savory, integrated
fruit tannins and
persistent finish.
Double Gold Women's Wine &
Spirits Awards 2022
Gold - European
Wine Challenge
2022 Gold - Asia
Wine Challenge
2022 *Shiraz also
available

Kaesler
Stonehorse Shiraz
Bright crimson with
a youthful edge,
Vibrant fruits of the
forest and hints
of cassis & spice
complimented by
supple, elegant
mouth feel. Dark
fruits such as
blackberry and
blueberry with lighter
red fruits such as
red currant. Some
spicy notes and oak
mingle on the palate
creating an enticing
entry and prolonged
slurp-able finish.

EACH

SAVE $25.00
NORMALLY
$69.99

limited edition

premium savings

$44.99

Prestige Gifting and Shipping Australia Wide!
$64.99

$89.99

$89.99

$99.99

SAVE $5.00

SAVE $10.00

SAVE $10.00

SAVE $10.01

NORMALLY
$69.99

NORMALLY
$99.99

NORMALLY
$99.99

NORMALLY
$110.00

EACH

EACH

EACH

EACH

94

POINTS
WINE ENTHUSIAST
ONLINE

geoff merrill
releases
RRP $27.99

RRP $28.99

S
$4 AVE
.00

.99
$24
EACH

SGM Blend

$24
EACH

$42
EACH

.99

S
$7 AVE
.00

G & W Cabernet

Reserve Cab Sauv

aussie sparkling
2 FOR $28
SAVE $5.98
$14.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$16.99

.99
$54
EACH

RRP $39.99

RRP $59.99

$29.99
EACH

SAVE $2.00
NORMALLY
$31.99

2 FOR $40
SAVE $9.98
$21.99 EACH
NORMALLY
$24.99

$18.99
EACH

SAVE $6.00
NORMALLY
$24.99

EMART
BOTTL IVE
S
EXCLU

S
$5 AVE
.00

.99
$34
EACH

Reserve Shiraz

S
$5 AVE
.00

.99

RRP $49.99

S
$4 AVE
.00

RRP $28.99

Reserve Chardonnay

Moët & Chandon NV, Rosé NV, Ice NV & Grand Vintage 2013

Jacko's Shiraz

S
$3 AVE
.00

.99
$24
EACH

Yarra Burn Prosecco

Pirie Sparkling NV

Josef Chromy Sparkling

The Lane: Lois Sparkling

M

$76.99

$76.99

$69.99

$57.99

SAVE $6.00

SAVE $6.00

SAVE $5.00

SAVE $4.00

$91.99 $61.99

$56.99

$84.99

$46.99

$64.99

SAVE $8.00

SAVE $3.00

SAVE $15.00

SAVE $8.00

SAVE $5.00

700ML

700ML

700ML

SAVE $8.00

700ML

700ML

700ML

australian vodka 700ml rrp $61.99

shiraz gin 700ml rrp $82.99

simmering
aussie spirits

700ML

brisbane gin 700ml rrp $74.99

700ML

rhapsody ruby gin 700ml rrp $82.99

700ML

1LITRE

$17
$35
4 PKS

$22
750ML

.99

4PK

$11.99

EACH

Kurayoshi Pure
Malt Whisky 700ml
rrp $99.99

starward twofold
aus whisky 700ml
rrp $69.99

buffalo trace
bourbon 700ml
rrp $59.99

sazerac rye
whiskey 700ml
rrp $99.99

sheep dog peanut
butter whiskey 700ml
rrp $54.99

$24.99

6 PK

SAVE $5.00

fireball cinnamon
whisky 1 litre
rrp $69.99

stones ginger beer cans & stones original
green ginger wine 750ml

COCKTAIL HOUR!
$19.99

$41.99

700ML

SAVE $5.00

700ML

SAVE $6.00

ned scrum 6 packs
while stocks last

$49.99

700ML

SAVE $5.00

$21.99

$24.99

SAVE $2.00

SAVE $2.00

4 PK

4 PK

$34.99

500ML

SAVE $5.01

ned whisky 700ml
rrp $54.99

ned & cola 6%

ned & cola 8%

Agalima Organic Margarita
& Bloody Mary Cocktail 1L Mixers

TAILS Cocktails
500ml

Bacardi
Flavours 700ml

WIN IN-STORE!

$13.99
$26
4 PKS

4PK

heaps normal xpa

win a
makita
tradie
speaker
with
woodstock
bourbon

$11.99

win a cruiser
party pack
with vodka
cruiser

6PK

.99
$14
EACH

$37.99
CARTON

.99
$73
$30
SAVE
4 PKS
$6.00

RRP $16.99

E
SAV00
$2.

brown brothers ultra low prosecco

.99
$56
$28
SAVE
4 PKS
$5.00

CTN

$16.99

$15.99

$21.99

$53.99
CTN 16

$69.99
CTN 16

4PK

CTN

4PK

$14.99

4PK

Mornington alc. free
pale ale & xpa

4PK

mornington bay haze hazy pale ale & xpa

revel xpa & sunset haze hazy ipa

$66.99

$56.99

$51.99

$46.99

$51.99

$49.99

SAVE
$3.00

SAVE
$3.00

SAVE
$7.00

SAVE
$3.00

SAVE
$3.00

SAVE
$5.00

burleigh bighead
zero carb stubbies

bloke in a bar
lager cans

Asahi
stubbies

carlsberg
stubbies

sapporo
premium stubbies

stella artois
stubbies

CTN

CTN

CTN

CTN

CTN

ONLY available at these Bottlemart stores
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BOTTLEMART IBIS CENTRAL
Woolworths Centre Shop 4/8
Lagoon St, Sandgate
PH (07) 32698160

BRIG

BOTTLEMART BOONDALL
Sue's Korner, Shop 14,
2128 Sandgate Rd, Boondall
PH (07) 3865 5103
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Prices valid from 6th July to 30th August 2022. Terms & Conditions apply. *Gifts with purchase and giveaways strictly while stocks last.
We support the Responsible Service of Alcohol. It is against the law to sell or supply alcohol on behalf of the person under the age of 18.

CTN

